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1 Introduction
Certain data is required to manage IT (Information Technology – the organization that delvers
computer services), whether you have the tools or not and whether you use that data for
management or not.
This document describes the data that the business might track in order to manage (plan, monitor,
and control) the following:
 People and Organization
 Assets (applications, servers, data, network)
 Finances (including investments and expenses)
 Schedules
 Scope
 Projects, Tasks, and Work Items (including defects)
Once we understand the data necessary to manage IT, we can determine where that data is
currently generated, entered into tools, stored, or currently lacking.
The model is presented in both graphic and narrative forms, which are identical in content. I don’t
pretend to be an expert at Object Role Modeling, but I have found it to be a very useful tool for
documenting business data and communicating between business clients and system designers.

2 Data – Graphic Model
This first section shows the model in a graphical format using Object Role Modeling1 (ORM) notation.
The ORM method also creates a complete narrative version of the model. This narrative version is
found in Section titled Data – Narrative ModelError! Reference source not found..
Figure 1 demonstrates the ORM notation used in the graphic models:
 Solid rounded rectangles (Patient and Drug) are objects
 Dashed rectangles (PatientName) are values
 Small boxes (has, smokes, is allergic to) represent the role of an entity in a relationship
 Purple lines above the roles represent uniqueness constraints. (Patient has only one
PatientName, the combination of Patient and Drug is unique)
 Purple dot represents a required value (Patient must have PatientName)
 The word in parentheses represents the primary way of referring to an object (Nr – patient
number, Name – drug name)

Figure 1 Example ORM Notation

Other parts of the notation are as follows:
 An icon with a shadow appears more than once in the model (not shown in Figure 1)
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Sub-types appear as purple arrows pointing to the super-type
Circle enclosing an X is an exclusive constraint

2.1 Overview
Figure 2 shows the major data objects involved in managing IT.

Figure 2 Conceptual Overview

On the upper left of Figure 2 Application provides Service, as a result of a Project that releases an
Application Version. An Organization uses that Service to support a Business Process. The Project has
Task that requires Effort by a Worker to complete. A Worker can also provide Labor service. These
concepts are expanded in separate sections below.
There is only one model, even though you see separate graphic views. The same object might appear
in many views.
A narrative version of each of the graphic models is given in Section 3. The narrative version of the
Overview is in Section 3.1.

2.2 Project
Figure 3 shows some of the data involved in delivering a Project.
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Figure 3 Project Conceptual Data

A Project (and its sub-types Service Request and Incident Response) have Status, Scope, Purpose,
and Methodology (also called ‘approach’ – although tasks do not usually document their approach).
An Organization provides funding (from a Cost Category) and an (usually different) Organization
executes the Project.
The project has a plan with scheduled Milestones and Tasks. The project is broken into ITLC Phase,
each of which ends in a Milestone.
The text version of this model is in Section 2.3.

2.3 Asset
The Asset (shown in Figure 4) is a business view of their applications.
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Figure 4 Asset Conceptual Data

The Asset is the accounting view of the application assets. (There will also be an investment portfolio
of projects and an asset configuration for the operators.) Each Asset may be configured from one or
more Configuration Item, each of which has an Uptime (availability) and Use Level and may have a
Recovery Plan.
The benefits of an asset (or other resource) are measured by the Service that the application
provides. Each Asset may require other Service, including a Facility.
The narrative view of Asset is given in Section 3.3.

2.4 Application
Applications are the main result of IT engineering efforts. Applications are a kind of asset and a kind
of configuration item.
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Figure 5 Application Conceptual Data Model

This is a somewhat narrower view that was shown in the Asset model.
The narrative view is given in Section 3.4.

2.5 Service
Services are what our customers want. Resources (including assets) are useful only as they provide
services. Figure 6 shows the data for Service.
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Figure 6 Service Conceptual Data Model

In Figure 6 we see Service in the center. Services may be billed at a rate that depends upon the type
of service as well as the level of service. Services can be maintenance, management, labor, or utility.
Customers may express their satisfaction with Service.
The text version of this model is in Section 2.4.

2.6 Task
Task is the smallest measurable part of a Project. A Milestone is a special type of Task without a
duration.
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Figure 7 Task Conceptual Data Model

Task may be mapped to an Activity Type, which is useful for aggregating labor effort.
Each task results in a Deliverable, which may have Defect. The Deliverable containing the Defect may
have been created in a Project Phase prior to the one in which it was detected.
The text version of this model is in Section 2.6.

2.7 IT Business
Figure 8 shows IT Business.
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Figure 8 IT Business Conceptual Data Model

The text version of this model is in Section 2.5. Organization executes business Process that requires
one or more Capability. Organization Goal will require Capability of that Organization. Organization
Capability requires people (Role), Process, Data, and (often) technology in the form of an
Application.
A narrative version of the IT Business data is given in Section 3.7.

2.8 Accounting
Financial accounting and the IT Business involved are show in Figure 9 below.
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Figure 9 Accounting Conceptual Data Model

Figure 9 is an accounting view of the same data presented elsewhere. The text version of this model
is found in Section 3.8.

2.9 Funding
The way projects are funded probably varies considerably across institutions. Figure 10 shows the
data used to allocate funding by one method.
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Figure 10 Funding Conceptual Data

The narrative version of this model is given in Section 3.9.

2.10 Labor
Labor is the largest single IT cost, nearly 60% of the budget. One way to determine the value of
Labor is shown in Figure 10. The Billing Rate can be set from budget, cost, or competitive rates.
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Figure 11 Labor Conceptual Data Model

The text version of this model is in Section 2.10.

3 Data – Narrative Model
This section provides the narrative versions of each of the graphic models presented above. The
content is exactly the same. Some people find text easier to understand than graphics. Other people
find graphics easier to understand than text.
The major difference is that the text includes an ‘Informal Description’ that I use to provide a
business definition of each object.

3.1 Overview
Application has Application Version.
Each Application has at most one Application Version.
It is possible that the same Application Version of more than one Application.
Application is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Application has Application_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Application has Application_ID.
Application has Application Type.
Application operates on Platform.
Application has Application Version.
Application has Name.
Description of Application.
Application provides Service.
Organization-Capability requires Application.
Application supports Capability.
Informal Description: An application is a fully-functional integrated IT product that provides functionality to
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end users and/or to other applications. As such, an application supports the business to accomplish its mission.
[ESP] An executable software component or tightly coupled set of executable software components (one or
more), deployed together, that deliver some or all of a series of steps needed to create, update, manage,
calculate or display information for a specific business purpose. Alias: Software Application. A set of features and
functions that can be realized in computer software, excluding operating system software, that directly interacts
with knowledge workers to enable them to perform work in support of one or more business processes, business
functions or business capabilities. The term can refer to any version of the features and functions set at any
stage in the planning, delivery, operation and retirement lifecycle.[Terry Hodges 5/3/2010].
Application provides Service.
It is possible that more than one Application provides the same Service
and that the same Application provides more than one Service.
In each population of Application provides Service, each Application, Service combination occurs at most
once.
This association with Application, Service provides the preferred identification scheme for
ApplicationProvidesService.
Application Version implements Process.
It is possible that more than one Application Version implements the same Process
and that the same Application Version implements more than one Process.
In each population of Application Version implements Process, each Application Version, Process
combination occurs at most once.
This association with Application Version, Process provides the preferred identification scheme for
ApplicationVersionImplementsProcess.
Application Version is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Application Version has Application Version_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Application Version has Application Version_ID.
Application has Application Version.
Project implements Application Version.
Each Application Version is an instance of Software Item.
Application Version runs on Server.
Project creates Application Version.
Application Version implements Process.
Application Version uses Database.
Informal Description: Application Version is a unique configuration of components that is released for use.

(Use may be testers or end-customers.) 'Version' is used for software. This is equivalent to 'Revision' for
hardware. The Application Version constitutes the 'solution' provided by the project to the owner.
Business Value is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Project has Business Value.
Date is a value type.
Portable data type: Temporal: Date.
Fact Types:
Task completed Date.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
GoalMeasure targets Date.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Effort is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Unsigned Tiny Integer.
Fact Types:
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: Effort is the labor-hours required to complete a task.
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Initiative is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Initiative has Initiative_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Initiative has Initiative_Name.
Project addresses Initiative.
Informal Description: (Not fully modeled) The first in a series of actions. Used to begin changes to the way

things are normally done.

Labor is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: •productive work (especially physical work done for wages);.
Organization employs Worker.
Each Worker works for at most one Organization.
It is possible that the same Organization employs more than one Worker.
Organization executes Project.
For each Project, at most one Organization executes that Project.
It is possible that the same Organization executes more than one Project.
Organization is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Organization has Organization_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization has Organization_ID.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Organization executes Project.
Organization employs Worker.
Organization owns Asset.
Organization reports to Organization.
Organization rerquires Manager.
Organization has Goal.
Organization has Capability.
Organization conforms to Process.
Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability.
Funding Envelope belongs to Organization.
Organization spends CrossCharge.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Informal Description: An organization describes an administrative or functional unit in the enterprise.

Organizations form a self-referential hierarchy. [ESP] Logical element or segment of a firm (such as accounting,
production, marketing) representing a specific business function, and a definite place on the organizational chart,
under the domain of a manager. Also called department, division, or a functional area. Can be an 'IT Unit' when
executing a Project. A business unit is a coherent set of teams and departments, usually structured in a
hierarchy. Typically, a business is divided into business units, each with their own set of responsibilities. The role
of a business unit is to provide resources (money, staff, infrastructure, governance) to enable business processes
to occur.
Notes: aka 'Line of Business'.
Organization reports to Organization.
For each Organization, at most one Organization reports to that Organization.
It is possible that the same Organization reports to more than one Organization.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
It is possible that more than one Organization uses the same Service to support the same Process
and that the same Organization uses more than one Service to support the same Process
and that the same Organization uses the same Service to support more than one Process.
In each population of Organization uses Service to support Process, each Organization, Service, Process
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combination occurs at most once.
This association with Organization, Service, Process provides the preferred identification scheme for
OrganizationUsesServiceToSupportProcess.
Process is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Process has Process_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization-Capability requires Process.
Process has Process_ID.
Organization conforms to Process.
Application Version implements Process.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Informal Description: procedure: a particular course of action intended to achieve a result.
Project addresses Initiative.
Informal Description: (not fully modeled) The project is an early example of the initiative - changing the way

things are done.

It is possible that more than one Project addresses the same Initiative
and that the same Project addresses more than one Initiative.
In each population of Project addresses Initiative, each Project, Initiative combination occurs at most
once.
This association with Project, Initiative provides the preferred identification scheme for
ProjectAddressesInitiative.
Project has Business Value.
Each Project has at most one Business Value.
It is possible that the same Business Value of more than one Project.
Project has Task.
Each Task of at most one Project.
It is possible that the same Project has more than one Task.
Project implements Application Version.
For each Application Version, at most one Project implements that Application Version.
This association with Application Version provides the preferred identification scheme for Engineering
Release.
It is possible that the same Project implements more than one Application Version.
Project is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Project has Project_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Project implements Application Version.
Project has Project Plan.
Project has Schedule.
Organization executes Project.
Project has Task.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Project has code Name.
Project requires Worker.
Each Incident Response is an instance of Project.
Each Service Request is an instance of Project.
Project creates Application Version.
Project purchases Material.
Project has Project_ID.
Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Scope of Project.
Project follows Methdology.
Project addresses Initiative.
Project has Business Value.
Project has Risk.
Project has Issue.
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
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Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: A temporary endeavor of fixed duration and cost undertaken to create a unique product

or service, or result. Projects have a narrow Scope with specific deliverables. [Based on the definition used by
the Program Management Institute (PMI)].
Notes: 'Project' may include Change Order, Release, Service Build, Service Request, Incident Response, or any
other work that has a specific objective, start, and end. Projects are used to achieve Program objectives.
Service is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.

Fact Types:
Service has Service_ID.
Service has Name.
Service has Description.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Application provides Service.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Asset provides Service.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Service has Service Type.
Asset requires Service.
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
Service requires Service.
Service has Customer Satisfaction Level.
Informal Description: Service is the providing of apparatus, appliances, workers, or utilities for use by others.

[JRL].

Task is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Task has Task_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Task has Task_ID.
Project has Task.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Task has ActivityType.
Task completed Date.
Each Milestone is an instance of Task.
Task has/of Deliverable.
Task removes/removed by Defect.
Informal Description: •job: a specific piece of work required to be done as a duty or for a specific fee •In

project management a task is an activity that needs to be accomplished within a defined period of time.
Notes: also called 'Work Item'.

Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Informal Description: The amount of effort expended by a worker to complete a task reported on a specific

date.

For each Task, Worker, and Date,
that Task required at most one Effort by that Worker entered that Date.
This association with Task, Worker, Date provides the preferred identification scheme for Project Time
Entry.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: The amount of effort expended by a worker to provide a specific service as reported on

a specific date.

For each Worker, Labor, and Date,
that Worker expends at most one Effort on that Labor on that Date.
This association with Worker, Labor, Date provides the preferred identification scheme for Service
Time Entry.
Worker is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Worker has Worker_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
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Fact Types:
Worker has Worker_ID.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Organization employs Worker.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Worker uses Facility.
Each Manager is an instance of Worker.
Worker receives PayLevel.
Worker receives Benefits.
Project requires Worker.
Each Worker is an instance of Resource.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: Workforce is the set of people available to work. Workforce includes both employees

and contractors.

3.2 Project
Cost is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Material has Cost.
Informal Description: monetary value: the property of having material worth (often indicated by the amount

of money something would bring if sold).
CrossCharge is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Organization spends CrossCharge.

Each Incident Response is an instance of Project.
Each Material is an instance of Resource.
Each Milestone is an instance of Task.
Each Service Request is an instance of Project.
Each Worker is an instance of Resource.
Incident Response is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Project has Project_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Incident Response is an instance of Project.
Informal Description: An 'Incident' is any event which is not part of the standard operation of the service and

which causes, or may cause, an interruption or a reduction of the quality of the service. An incident may indicate
the existence of an underlying problem. [ITIL].
Issue is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Project has Issue.
Informal Description: an important question that is in dispute and must be settled.
Material has Cost.
Each Material has at most one Cost.
It is possible that the same Cost of more than one Material.
Material is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Resource has Resource_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
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Fact Types:
Project purchases Material.
Material has Cost.
Each Material is an instance of Resource.
Informal Description: materials, the articles or apparatus needed to make or do something [dictionary.com].
Notes: include Parts, Equipment, License, and Supplies. May be a software package.
Methdology is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Methdology has Methdology_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Methdology has Methdology_Name.
Methdology uses/of Project Phase.
Project follows Methdology.
Informal Description: the system of methods followed in a particular discipline. software development

methodology or system development methodology in software engineering is a framework that is used to
structure, plan, and control the process of developing an information system.
Methdology uses/of Project Phase.
It is possible that more than one Methdology uses/of the same Project Phase
and that the same Methdology uses/of more than one Project Phase.
In each population of Methdology uses/of Project Phase, each Methdology, Project Phase combination
occurs at most once.
This association with Methdology, Project Phase provides the preferred identification scheme for
MethdologyPhase.
Milestone end MethdologyPhase.
Each Milestone end at most one MethdologyPhase.
Each MethdologyPhase ends in at most one Milestone.
Milestone is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Milestone has Milestone_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Schedule has Milestone.
Milestone has Milestone_Name.
Milestone end MethdologyPhase.
Each Milestone is an instance of Task.
Informal Description: A point on the project schedule at which the project team assesses progress and

quality, and reviews deviations in scope and specifications. Milestones bring closure to each phase and enable a
shift of responsibilities and goals toward the following phase. Every phase has a phase milestone. [ITLC]
Milestone is a significant event or stage in the life, progress, development, or the like of a person, nation, etc.
[Dictionary.com].
Name is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Asset has Name.
Application has Name.
Service has Name.
Project has code Name.
Informal Description: A human-useful identifier.
Organization executes Project.
For each Project, at most one Organization executes that Project.
It is possible that the same Organization executes more than one Project.
Organization is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Organization has Organization_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization has Organization_ID.
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Organization uses Service to support Process.
Organization executes Project.
Organization employs Worker.
Organization owns Asset.
Organization reports to Organization.
Organization rerquires Manager.
Organization has Goal.
Organization has Capability.
Organization conforms to Process.
Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability.
Funding Envelope belongs to Organization.
Organization spends CrossCharge.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Informal Description: An organization describes an administrative or functional unit in the enterprise.

Organizations form a self-referential hierarchy. [ESP] Logical element or segment of a firm (such as accounting,
production, marketing) representing a specific business function, and a definite place on the organizational chart,
under the domain of a manager. Also called department, division, or a functional area. Can be an 'IT Unit' when
executing a Project. A business unit is a coherent set of teams and departments, usually structured in a
hierarchy. Typically, a business is divided into business units, each with their own set of responsibilities. The role
of a business unit is to provide resources (money, staff, infrastructure, governance) to enable business processes
to occur.
Notes: aka 'Line of Business'.
Organization spends CrossCharge.
Each Organization spends at most one CrossCharge.
It is possible that more than one Organization spends the same CrossCharge.
Project follows Methdology.
Each Project follows at most one Methdology.
It is possible that more than one Project follows the same Methdology.
Project has code Name.
Each Project has code at most one Name.
It is possible that the same Name of more than one Project.
Project has Issue.
Each Project has at most one Issue.
It is possible that more than one Project has the same Issue.
Project has Project Plan.
Each Project Plan of at most one Project.
It is possible that the same Project has more than one Project Plan.
Project has Risk.
Each Risk of at most one Project.
It is possible that the same Project has more than one Risk.
Project has Schedule.
Each Schedule of at most one Project.
It is possible that the same Project has more than one Schedule.
Project has Task.
Each Task of at most one Project.
It is possible that the same Project has more than one Task.
Project is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Project has Project_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Project implements Application Version.
Project has Project Plan.
Project has Schedule.
Organization executes Project.
Project has Task.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Project has code Name.
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Project requires Worker.
Each Incident Response is an instance of Project.
Each Service Request is an instance of Project.
Project creates Application Version.
Project purchases Material.
Project has Project_ID.
Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Scope of Project.
Project follows Methdology.
Project addresses Initiative.
Project has Business Value.
Project has Risk.
Project has Issue.
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: A temporary endeavor of fixed duration and cost undertaken to create a unique product

or service, or result. Projects have a narrow Scope with specific deliverables. [Based on the definition used by
the Program Management Institute (PMI)].
Notes: 'Project' may include Change Order, Release, Service Build, Service Request, Incident Response, or any
other work that has a specific objective, start, and end. Projects are used to achieve Program objectives.
Project Phase is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Methdology uses/of Project Phase.
The possible value of Project Phase is 'Envision; Design; Build; Test; Deploy'.
Informal Description: Phase: a stage in a process of change or development [Tied to Waterfall method -

sequential, not overlapping.] Project Phase: A phase within the ITLC defined to include specific activities. The
completion of these activities is a necessary precondition to the completion of a phase The completion is
evidenced through a governance artifact.
Project Plan is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Project has Project Plan.
Project purchases Material.
For each Material, at most one Project purchases that Material.
It is possible that the same Project purchases more than one Material.
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
For each Project and Resource,
that Project uses that Resource to deliver at most one ResourceQuantity.
This association with Project, Resource provides the preferred identification scheme for
ProjectUsesResourceToDeliverResourceQuantity.
Resource is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Resource has Resource_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
Each Worker is an instance of Resource.
Each Material is an instance of Resource.
Resource has Resource_Name.
ResourceQuantity is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Signed Integer.
Fact Types:
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
Risk is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
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Fact Types:
Project has Risk.
Informal Description: hazard: a source of danger; a possibility of incurring loss or misfortune. Risk concerns

the expected value of one or more results of one or more future events.
Role is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Organization-Capability requires Role.
Worker plays Role on Project.

Schedule has Milestone.
It is possible that more than one Schedule has the same Milestone
and that the same Schedule has more than one Milestone.
In each population of Schedule has Milestone, each Schedule, Milestone combination occurs at most
once.
This association with Schedule, Milestone provides the preferred identification scheme for
ScheduleHasMilestone.
Schedule is a value type.
Portable data type: Temporal: Date.
Fact Types:
Project has Schedule.
Schedule has Milestone.
Informal Description: •In project management, a schedule consists of a list of a project's terminal elements

with intended start and finish dates.

Scope is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Scope of Project.
Informal Description: In computer programming, scope is an enclosing context where values and expressions

are associated. Various programming languages have various types of scopes For a project, it is the boundary of
work that is covered by the project.
Scope of Project.
Each Project has at most one Scope.
It is possible that the same Scope of more than one Project.
Service Request is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Project has Project_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Service Request is an instance of Project.
Informal Description: Service or work explictly requrested by a person.
Notes: Service Request is a type of Project, because each service request has a specific objective, start, and

end.

Task is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Task has Task_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Task has Task_ID.
Project has Task.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Task has ActivityType.
Task completed Date.
Each Milestone is an instance of Task.
Task has/of Deliverable.
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Task removes/removed by Defect.
Informal Description: •job: a specific piece of work required to be done as a duty or for a specific fee •In

project management a task is an activity that needs to be accomplished within a defined period of time.
Notes: also called 'Work Item'.
Worker is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Worker has Worker_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.

Fact Types:
Worker has Worker_ID.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Organization employs Worker.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Worker uses Facility.
Each Manager is an instance of Worker.
Worker receives PayLevel.
Worker receives Benefits.
Project requires Worker.
Each Worker is an instance of Resource.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: Workforce is the set of people available to work. Workforce includes both employees

and contractors.

Worker plays Role on Project.
It is possible that more than one Worker plays the same Role on the same Project
and that the same Worker plays more than one Role on the same Project
and that the same Worker plays the same Role on more than one Project.
In each population of Worker plays Role on Project, each Worker, Role, Project combination occurs at
most once.
This association with Worker, Role, Project provides the preferred identification scheme for
WorkerPlaysRoleOnProject.

3.3 Asset
Application Version is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Application Version has Application Version_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Application Version has Application Version_ID.
Application has Application Version.
Project implements Application Version.
Each Application Version is an instance of Software Item.
Application Version runs on Server.
Project creates Application Version.
Application Version implements Process.
Application Version uses Database.
Informal Description: Application Version is a unique configuration of components that is released for use.

(Use may be testers or end-customers.) 'Version' is used for software. This is equivalent to 'Revision' for
hardware. The Application Version constitutes the 'solution' provided by the project to the owner.
Asset has Book Value.
Each Asset has at most one Book Value.
It is possible that the same Book Value of more than one Asset.
Asset has Location.
Each Asset has at most one Location.
It is possible that the same Location of more than one Asset.
Asset has Name.
Each Asset has at most one Name.
It is possible that the same Name of more than one Asset.
Asset is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Asset has Asset_ID.
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Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Asset has Asset_ID.
Organization owns Asset.
Each Configuration Item is an instance of Asset.
Asset has Name.
Asset has Location.
Asset has Book Value.
Description of Asset.
Asset provides Service.
Asset requires Facility.
Depreciation for Asset.
Asset requires Service.
Informal Description: An 'asset' in economic theory is a output good which can only be partially consumed

(like a music player) or input as a factor of production (like a cement mixer) which can only be partially used up
in production. In business and accounting, assets are everything of value that is owned by a person or company.
Asset provides Service.
It is possible that more than one Asset provides the same Service
and that the same Asset provides more than one Service.
In each population of Asset provides Service, each Asset, Service combination occurs at most once.
This association with Asset, Service provides the preferred identification scheme for
AssetProvidesService.
Asset requires Facility.
Informal Description: An asset may require the use of several facilities, such as a computer may require a

rack, a building, a cooling system, etc.

It is possible that more than one Asset requires the same Facility
and that more than one Facility supports the same Asset.
In each population of Asset requires Facility, each Asset, Facility combination occurs at most once.
This association with Asset, Facility provides the preferred identification scheme for
AssetRequiresFacility.
Asset requires Service.
It is possible that more than one Asset requires the same Service
and that the same Asset requires more than one Service.
In each population of Asset requires Service, each Asset, Service combination occurs at most once.
This association with Asset, Service provides the preferred identification scheme for
AssetRequiresService.
Billing Rate is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
Service Delivery has Billing Rate.
Informal Description: Billing Rate: The amount that will be charged to the user per time period.
Book Value is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Asset has Book Value.
Configuration Item has Monitoring Level.
Each Configuration Item has at most one Monitoring Level.
It is possible that the same Monitoring Level of more than one Configuration Item.
Configuration Item has Recovery Plan.
Each Configuration Item has at most one Recovery Plan.
It is possible that the same Recovery Plan for more than one Configuration Item.
Configuration Item is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Asset has Asset_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
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Fact Types:
Each Configuration Item is an instance of Asset.
Each Software Item is an instance of Configuration Item.
Each Hardware Item is an instance of Configuration Item.
Each Database is an instance of Configuration Item.
Configuration Item has Recovery Plan.
Configuration Item has Monitoring Level.
Configuration Item runs in Fiscal Period.
Informal Description: •The term configuration item or CI refers to the fundamental structural unit of a

configuration management system. Examples of CIs include individual requirements documents, software,
models, plans, and people.
Configuration Item runs in Fiscal Period.
It is possible that more than one Configuration Item runs in the same Fiscal Period
and that the same Configuration Item runs in more than one Fiscal Period.
In each population of Configuration Item runs in Fiscal Period, each Configuration Item, Fiscal Period
combination occurs at most once.
This association with Configuration Item, Fiscal Period provides the preferred identification scheme for
ConfigurationPeriod.
ConfigurationPeriod has PeakUseLevel.
Each ConfigurationPeriod has at most one PeakUseLevel.
It is possible that the same PeakUseLevel of more than one ConfigurationPeriod.
ConfigurationPeriod has UptimePercent.
Each ConfigurationPeriod has at most one UptimePercent.
It is possible that more than one ConfigurationPeriod has the same UptimePercent.
Database is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Asset has Asset_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Application Version uses Database.
Each Database is an instance of Configuration Item.
Informal Description: •A collection of (usually) organized information in a regular structure, usually but not

necessarily in a machine-readable format accessible by a computer.

Depreciation for Asset.
Each Asset of at most one Depreciation.
It is possible that the same Depreciation for more than one Asset.
Depreciation is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Depreciation for Asset.
Informal Description: •Depreciation is a term used in accounting, economics and finance to spread the cost of

an asset over the span of several years.

Description is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Description of Asset.
Description of Application.
Service has Description.
Description of Asset.
Each Asset has at most one Description.
It is possible that the same Description of more than one Asset.
Each Application Version is an instance of Software Item.
Each Configuration Item is an instance of Asset.
Each Database is an instance of Configuration Item.
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Each Hardware Item is an instance of Configuration Item.
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
Each Software Item is an instance of Configuration Item.
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Facility charges Rent.
Each Facility charges at most one Rent.
It is possible that the same Rent for more than one Facility.
Facility is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Facility has Facility_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Facility has Facility_ID.
Worker uses Facility.
Facility charges Rent.
Asset requires Facility.
Facility requires Utility.
Informal Description: something designed, built, installed, etc., to serve a specific function affording a

convenience or service [dictionary.com] Includes equipment, office, furnishings, restroom, meeting rooms,
parking, etc.
Facility requires Utility.
Informal Description: A facility may require several utilities, such as power, light, cooling, heat.
It is possible that more than one Facility requires the same Utility
and that the same Facility requires more than one Utility.
In each population of Facility requires Utility, each Facility, Utility combination occurs at most once.
This association with Facility, Utility provides the preferred identification scheme for
FacilityRequiresUtility.
Fiscal Period is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Fiscal Period has Fiscal Period_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Fiscal Period has Fiscal Period_Name.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Configuration Item runs in Fiscal Period.
Informal Description: Fiscal Period: The period covered by financial reports. For example, an annual report

covers a fiscal period of one year, but a quarterly report includes accounting data for three months. Also called
accounting period. Also used for planning.
For each Configuration Item, at most one of the following holds:
that Configuration Item is some Software Item;
that Configuration Item is some Hardware Item;
that Configuration Item is some Database.
Hardware Item is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Asset has Asset_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Hardware Item is an instance of Configuration Item.
Informal Description: the mechanical, magnetic, electronic, and electrical components making up a computer

system.

Location has parent Location.
Each Location has parent at most one Location.
It is possible that more than one Location has parent the same Location.
Location is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Location has Location_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
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Fact Types:
Asset has Location.
Location has Location_Name.
Location has parent Location.
Informal Description: •a point or extent in space.
Maintenance is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
Informal Description: •care: activity involved in maintaining something in good working order.
Monitoring Level is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Configuration Item has Monitoring Level.
Name is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Asset has Name.
Application has Name.
Service has Name.
Project has code Name.
Informal Description: A human-useful identifier.
Organization is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Organization has Organization_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization has Organization_ID.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Organization executes Project.
Organization employs Worker.
Organization owns Asset.
Organization reports to Organization.
Organization rerquires Manager.
Organization has Goal.
Organization has Capability.
Organization conforms to Process.
Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability.
Funding Envelope belongs to Organization.
Organization spends CrossCharge.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Informal Description: An organization describes an administrative or functional unit in the enterprise.

Organizations form a self-referential hierarchy. [ESP] Logical element or segment of a firm (such as accounting,
production, marketing) representing a specific business function, and a definite place on the organizational chart,
under the domain of a manager. Also called department, division, or a functional area. Can be an 'IT Unit' when
executing a Project. A business unit is a coherent set of teams and departments, usually structured in a
hierarchy. Typically, a business is divided into business units, each with their own set of responsibilities. The role
of a business unit is to provide resources (money, staff, infrastructure, governance) to enable business processes
to occur.
Notes: aka 'Line of Business'.
Organization owns Asset.
For each Asset, at most one Organization owns that Asset.
It is possible that the same Organization owns more than one Asset.
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PeakUseLevel is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Float (Single Precision).
Fact Types:
ConfigurationPeriod has PeakUseLevel.
Informal Description: The fraction of capacity at which a configuration item is running during the measured

time period.

Recovery Plan is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Configuration Item has Recovery Plan.
Informal Description: A documented series of steps to be carried out in order to recover from a problem or

disaster.

Rent is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Facility charges Rent.
Informal Description: Rent: a payment made periodically by a tenant to a landlord in return for the use of

land, a building, an apartment, an office, or other property. [dictionary.com].

Service Delivery has Billing Rate.
Each Service Delivery has at most one Billing Rate.
It is possible that the same Billing Rate of more than one Service Delivery.
Service is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Service has Service_ID.
Service has Name.
Service has Description.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Application provides Service.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Asset provides Service.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Service has Service Type.
Asset requires Service.
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
Service requires Service.
Service has Customer Satisfaction Level.
Informal Description: Service is the providing of apparatus, appliances, workers, or utilities for use by others.

[JRL].

Service Level is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Informal Description: The level of service that is to be or is actually provided.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
It is possible that more than one Service of the same Service Type at the same Service Level
and that the same Service of more than one Service Type at the same Service Level
and that more than one Service Level of the same Service for the same Service Type.
In each population of Service of Service Type at Service Level, each Service Level, Service, Service Type
combination occurs at most once.
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This association with Service Level, Service, Service Type provides the preferred identification scheme
for Service Delivery.
Service Type is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Service has Service Type.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
The possible values of Service Type are 'Maintenance', 'Labor', 'Utility', 'Management'.
Informal Description: Different types of service have different characteristics.
Software Item is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Asset has Asset_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Software Item is an instance of Configuration Item.
Each Application Version is an instance of Software Item.
Informal Description: software, software program, computer software, software system, software package,

package ((computer science) written programs or procedures or rules and associated documentation pertaining
to the operation of a computer system and that are stored in read/write memory)
[http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?s=software].
UptimePercent is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Float (Single Precision).
Fact Types:
ConfigurationPeriod has UptimePercent.
Informal Description: •a period of time when something (as a machine or factory) is functioning and available

for use.

Utility is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Facility requires Utility.
Informal Description: the service (electric power or water or transportation) provided by a public utility; "the

cost of utilities never decreases"; "all the utilities were lost after the hurricane".

3.4 Application
Application has Application Type.
Each Application has at most one Application Type.
It is possible that the same Application Type of more than one Application.
Application has Application Version.
Each Application has at most one Application Version.
It is possible that the same Application Version of more than one Application.
Application has Name.
Each Application has at most one Name.
It is possible that the same Name of more than one Application.
Application is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Application has Application_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Application has Application_ID.
Application has Application Type.
Application operates on Platform.
Application has Application Version.
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Application has Name.
Description of Application.
Application provides Service.
Organization-Capability requires Application.
Application supports Capability.
Informal Description: An application is a fully-functional integrated IT product that provides functionality to

end users and/or to other applications. As such, an application supports the business to accomplish its mission.
[ESP] An executable software component or tightly coupled set of executable software components (one or
more), deployed together, that deliver some or all of a series of steps needed to create, update, manage,
calculate or display information for a specific business purpose. Alias: Software Application. A set of features and
functions that can be realized in computer software, excluding operating system software, that directly interacts
with knowledge workers to enable them to perform work in support of one or more business processes, business
functions or business capabilities. The term can refer to any version of the features and functions set at any
stage in the planning, delivery, operation and retirement lifecycle.[Terry Hodges 5/3/2010].
Application operates on Platform.
Each Application operates on at most one Platform.
It is possible that the same Platform supports more than one Application.
Application provides Service.
It is possible that more than one Application provides the same Service
and that the same Application provides more than one Service.
In each population of Application provides Service, each Application, Service combination occurs at most
once.
This association with Application, Service provides the preferred identification scheme for
ApplicationProvidesService.
Application Type is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Application has Application Type.
The possible values of Application Type are 'Business', 'Infrastructure', 'Utility'.
Application Version implements Process.
It is possible that more than one Application Version implements the same Process
and that the same Application Version implements more than one Process.
In each population of Application Version implements Process, each Application Version, Process
combination occurs at most once.
This association with Application Version, Process provides the preferred identification scheme for
ApplicationVersionImplementsProcess.
Application Version is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Application Version has Application Version_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Application Version has Application Version_ID.
Application has Application Version.
Project implements Application Version.
Each Application Version is an instance of Software Item.
Application Version runs on Server.
Project creates Application Version.
Application Version implements Process.
Application Version uses Database.
Informal Description: Application Version is a unique configuration of components that is released for use.

(Use may be testers or end-customers.) 'Version' is used for software. This is equivalent to 'Revision' for
hardware. The Application Version constitutes the 'solution' provided by the project to the owner.

Application Version runs on Server.
It is possible that more than one Application Version runs on the same Server
and that more than one Server hosts the same Application Version.
In each population of Application Version runs on Server, each Application Version, Server combination
occurs at most once.
This association with Application Version, Server provides the preferred identification scheme for
ApplicationVersionRunsOnServer.
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Application Version uses Database.
It is possible that more than one Application Version uses the same Database
and that more than one Database for the same Application Version.
In each population of Application Version uses Database, each Application Version, Database combination
occurs at most once.
This association with Application Version, Database provides the preferred identification scheme for
ApplicationVersionUsesDatabase.
Billing Rate is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
Service Delivery has Billing Rate.
Informal Description: Billing Rate: The amount that will be charged to the user per time period.
Database is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Asset has Asset_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Application Version uses Database.
Each Database is an instance of Configuration Item.
Informal Description: •A collection of (usually) organized information in a regular structure, usually but not

necessarily in a machine-readable format accessible by a computer.
Description is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Description of Asset.
Description of Application.
Service has Description.

Description of Application.
Each Application has at most one Description.
It is possible that the same Description of more than one Application.
Name is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Asset has Name.
Application has Name.
Service has Name.
Project has code Name.
Informal Description: A human-useful identifier.
Platform is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Platform has Platform_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Platform has Platform_Name.
Application operates on Platform.
Informal Description: •the combination of a particular computer and a particular operating system Also used

for the combination of hardware and software components used to provide some general capabilities.
Process is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Process has Process_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization-Capability requires Process.
Process has Process_ID.
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Organization conforms to Process.
Application Version implements Process.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Informal Description: procedure: a particular course of action intended to achieve a result.
Project creates Application Version.
For each Application Version, at most one Project creates that Application Version.
It is possible that the same Project creates more than one Application Version.
Project is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Project has Project_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Project implements Application Version.
Project has Project Plan.
Project has Schedule.
Organization executes Project.
Project has Task.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Project has code Name.
Project requires Worker.
Each Incident Response is an instance of Project.
Each Service Request is an instance of Project.
Project creates Application Version.
Project purchases Material.
Project has Project_ID.
Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Scope of Project.
Project follows Methdology.
Project addresses Initiative.
Project has Business Value.
Project has Risk.
Project has Issue.
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: A temporary endeavor of fixed duration and cost undertaken to create a unique product

or service, or result. Projects have a narrow Scope with specific deliverables. [Based on the definition used by
the Program Management Institute (PMI)].
Notes: 'Project' may include Change Order, Release, Service Build, Service Request, Incident Response, or any
other work that has a specific objective, start, and end. Projects are used to achieve Program objectives.
Server is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Server has Server_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Server has Server_Name.
Application Version runs on Server.
Informal Description: computer that provides client stations with access to files and printers as shared

resources to a computer network •In computing, a server is any combination of hardware or software designed
to provide services to clients.
Service Delivery has Billing Rate.
Each Service Delivery has at most one Billing Rate.
It is possible that the same Billing Rate of more than one Service Delivery.
Service is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Service has Service_ID.
Service has Name.
Service has Description.
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Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Application provides Service.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Asset provides Service.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Service has Service Type.
Asset requires Service.
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
Service requires Service.
Service has Customer Satisfaction Level.
Informal Description: Service is the providing of apparatus, appliances, workers, or utilities for use by others.

[JRL].

Service Level is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Informal Description: The level of service that is to be or is actually provided.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
It is possible that more than one Service of the same Service Type at the same Service Level
and that the same Service of more than one Service Type at the same Service Level
and that more than one Service Level of the same Service for the same Service Type.
In each population of Service of Service Type at Service Level, each Service Level, Service, Service Type
combination occurs at most once.
This association with Service Level, Service, Service Type provides the preferred identification scheme
for Service Delivery.
Service Type is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Service has Service Type.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
The possible values of Service Type are 'Maintenance', 'Labor', 'Utility', 'Management'.
Informal Description: Different types of service have different characteristics.

3.5 Service
Asset is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Asset has Asset_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Asset has Asset_ID.
Organization owns Asset.
Each Configuration Item is an instance of Asset.
Asset has Name.
Asset has Location.
Asset has Book Value.
Description of Asset.
Asset provides Service.
Asset requires Facility.
Depreciation for Asset.
Asset requires Service.
Informal Description: An 'asset' in economic theory is a output good which can only be partially consumed

(like a music player) or input as a factor of production (like a cement mixer) which can only be partially used up
in production. In business and accounting, assets are everything of value that is owned by a person or company.
Asset provides Service.
It is possible that more than one Asset provides the same Service
and that the same Asset provides more than one Service.
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In each population of Asset provides Service, each Asset, Service combination occurs at most once.
This association with Asset, Service provides the preferred identification scheme for
AssetProvidesService.
Billing Rate is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
Service Delivery has Billing Rate.
Informal Description: Billing Rate: The amount that will be charged to the user per time period.
Customer Satisfaction Level is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Unsigned Tiny Integer.
Fact Types:
Service has Customer Satisfaction Level.
Informal Description: Satisfaction of users, as measured by a survey.
Date is a value type.
Portable data type: Temporal: Date.
Fact Types:
Task completed Date.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
GoalMeasure targets Date.
Description is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Description of Asset.
Description of Application.
Service has Description.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Effort is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Unsigned Tiny Integer.
Fact Types:
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: Effort is the labor-hours required to complete a task.
For each Service, at most one of the following holds:
that Service is some Utility;
that Service is some Labor;
that Service is some Management.
Labor is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: •productive work (especially physical work done for wages);.
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Maintenance is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
Informal Description: •care: activity involved in maintaining something in good working order.
Management is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Manager provides Management.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Informal Description: Management is The act, manner, or practice of managing; handling, supervision, or

control [dictionary.com].

Name is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Asset has Name.
Application has Name.
Service has Name.
Project has code Name.
Informal Description: A human-useful identifier.
Service Delivery has Billing Rate.
Each Service Delivery has at most one Billing Rate.
It is possible that the same Billing Rate of more than one Service Delivery.
Service has Customer Satisfaction Level.
Each Service has at most one Customer Satisfaction Level.
It is possible that the same Customer Satisfaction Level of more than one Service.
Service has Description.
Each Service has at most one Description.
It is possible that the same Description of more than one Service.
Service has Name.
Each Service has at most one Name.
It is possible that the same Name of more than one Service.
Service has Service Type.
Each Service has at most one Service Type.
It is possible that the same Service Type of more than one Service.
Service is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Service has Service_ID.
Service has Name.
Service has Description.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Application provides Service.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Asset provides Service.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Service has Service Type.
Asset requires Service.
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
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Service requires Service.
Service has Customer Satisfaction Level.
Informal Description: Service is the providing of apparatus, appliances, workers, or utilities for use by others.

[JRL].

Service Level is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Informal Description: The level of service that is to be or is actually provided.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
It is possible that more than one Service of the same Service Type at the same Service Level
and that the same Service of more than one Service Type at the same Service Level
and that more than one Service Level of the same Service for the same Service Type.
In each population of Service of Service Type at Service Level, each Service Level, Service, Service Type
combination occurs at most once.
This association with Service Level, Service, Service Type provides the preferred identification scheme
for Service Delivery.
Service requires Service.
Each Service requires at most one Service.
It is possible that more than one Service requires the same Service.
Service Type is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Service has Service Type.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
The possible values of Service Type are 'Maintenance', 'Labor', 'Utility', 'Management'.
Informal Description: Different types of service have different characteristics.
Utility is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Facility requires Utility.
Informal Description: the service (electric power or water or transportation) provided by a public utility; "the

cost of utilities never decreases"; "all the utilities were lost after the hurricane".

Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: The amount of effort expended by a worker to provide a specific service as reported on

a specific date.

For each Worker, Labor, and Date,
that Worker expends at most one Effort on that Labor on that Date.
This association with Worker, Labor, Date provides the preferred identification scheme for Service
Time Entry.
Worker is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Worker has Worker_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Worker has Worker_ID.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Organization employs Worker.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Worker uses Facility.
Each Manager is an instance of Worker.
Worker receives PayLevel.
Worker receives Benefits.
Project requires Worker.
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Each Worker is an instance of Resource.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: Workforce is the set of people available to work. Workforce includes both employees

and contractors.

3.6 Task
ActivityType is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Task has ActivityType.
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
Date is a value type.
Portable data type: Temporal: Date.
Fact Types:
Task completed Date.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
GoalMeasure targets Date.
Defect has Severity.
Each Defect has at most one Severity.
It is possible that the same Severity of more than one Defect.
Defect is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Defect has Defect_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Defect has Defect_ID.
Deliverable has/of Defect.
Task removes/removed by Defect.
Defect has Severity.
Informal Description: •a failing or deficiency.
Deliverable has/of Defect.
For each Defect, at most one Deliverable has/of that Defect.
It is possible that the same Deliverable has/of more than one Defect.
Deliverable is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Deliverable has Deliverable_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Task has/of Deliverable.
Deliverable has Deliverable_Name.
Deliverable has/of Defect.
Informal Description: •something that can be provided as the product of development •Deliverable is a term

used in project management to describe a tangible or intangible object produced as a result of the project that is
intended to be delivered to a customer (either internal or external). Note: 'Deliverable' may be be at any scale,
from a finished product to a specification of a single item.
Each Milestone is an instance of Task.
Effort is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Unsigned Tiny Integer.
Fact Types:
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: Effort is the labor-hours required to complete a task.
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Milestone is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Milestone has Milestone_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Schedule has Milestone.
Milestone has Milestone_Name.
Milestone end MethdologyPhase.
Each Milestone is an instance of Task.
Informal Description: A point on the project schedule at which the project team assesses progress and

quality, and reviews deviations in scope and specifications. Milestones bring closure to each phase and enable a
shift of responsibilities and goals toward the following phase. Every phase has a phase milestone. [ITLC]
Milestone is a significant event or stage in the life, progress, development, or the like of a person, nation, etc.
[Dictionary.com].
Project has Task.
Each Task of at most one Project.
It is possible that the same Project has more than one Task.
Project is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Project has Project_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Project implements Application Version.
Project has Project Plan.
Project has Schedule.
Organization executes Project.
Project has Task.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Project has code Name.
Project requires Worker.
Each Incident Response is an instance of Project.
Each Service Request is an instance of Project.
Project creates Application Version.
Project purchases Material.
Project has Project_ID.
Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Scope of Project.
Project follows Methdology.
Project addresses Initiative.
Project has Business Value.
Project has Risk.
Project has Issue.
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: A temporary endeavor of fixed duration and cost undertaken to create a unique product

or service, or result. Projects have a narrow Scope with specific deliverables. [Based on the definition used by
the Program Management Institute (PMI)].
Notes: 'Project' may include Change Order, Release, Service Build, Service Request, Incident Response, or any
other work that has a specific objective, start, and end. Projects are used to achieve Program objectives.
Severity is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Defect has Severity.
The possible values of Severity are '1', '2', '3', '4'.
Task completed Date.
Each Task completed at most one Date.
It is possible that more than one Task completed the same Date.
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Task has ActivityType.
Each Task has at most one ActivityType.
It is possible that the same ActivityType of more than one Task.
Task has/of Deliverable.
Each Task has/of at most one Deliverable.
It is possible that more than one Task has/of the same Deliverable.
Task is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Task has Task_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Task has Task_ID.
Project has Task.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Task has ActivityType.
Task completed Date.
Each Milestone is an instance of Task.
Task has/of Deliverable.
Task removes/removed by Defect.
Informal Description: •job: a specific piece of work required to be done as a duty or for a specific fee •In

project management a task is an activity that needs to be accomplished within a defined period of time.
Notes: also called 'Work Item'.
Task removes/removed by Defect.
For each Defect, at most one Task removes/removed by that Defect.
It is possible that the same Task removes/removed by more than one Defect.

Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Informal Description: The amount of effort expended by a worker to complete a task reported on a specific

date.

For each Task, Worker, and Date,
that Task required at most one Effort by that Worker entered that Date.
This association with Task, Worker, Date provides the preferred identification scheme for Project Time
Entry.
Worker is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Worker has Worker_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Worker has Worker_ID.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Organization employs Worker.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Worker uses Facility.
Each Manager is an instance of Worker.
Worker receives PayLevel.
Worker receives Benefits.
Project requires Worker.
Each Worker is an instance of Resource.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: Workforce is the set of people available to work. Workforce includes both employees

and contractors.

3.7 IT Business
Application is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Application has Application_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Application has Application_ID.
Application has Application Type.
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Application operates on Platform.
Application has Application Version.
Application has Name.
Description of Application.
Application provides Service.
Organization-Capability requires Application.
Application supports Capability.
Informal Description: An application is a fully-functional integrated IT product that provides functionality to

end users and/or to other applications. As such, an application supports the business to accomplish its mission.
[ESP] An executable software component or tightly coupled set of executable software components (one or
more), deployed together, that deliver some or all of a series of steps needed to create, update, manage,
calculate or display information for a specific business purpose. Alias: Software Application. A set of features and
functions that can be realized in computer software, excluding operating system software, that directly interacts
with knowledge workers to enable them to perform work in support of one or more business processes, business
functions or business capabilities. The term can refer to any version of the features and functions set at any
stage in the planning, delivery, operation and retirement lifecycle.[Terry Hodges 5/3/2010].
Benefit is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Goal resulting in Benefit.
Informal Description: The value to the organization of achieving this goal.
Capability is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Capability has Capability_Nr.
Reference Mode: .Nr.
Fact Types:
Capability has Capability_Nr.
Organization has Capability.
Goal requires Capability.
Application supports Capability.
Informal Description: A Capability, in the systems engineering sense, is defined as the ability to execute a

specified course of action. A capability may or may not be accompanied by an intention.
Data is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.

Fact Types:
Organization-Capability requires Data.
Informal Description: Description of the data subject area, facet, or prinicipal entities used by this

organization-capability.

Date is a value type.
Portable data type: Temporal: Date.
Fact Types:
Task completed Date.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
GoalMeasure targets Date.
Goal is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Goal has Goal_Nr.
Reference Mode: .Nr.
Fact Types:
Goal has Goal_Nr.
Organization has Goal.
Goal strives for Objective.
Goal requires Capability.
Goal measured by KPI.
Goal resulting in Benefit.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
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Informal Description: An organizational goal is a goal that is defined and owned by an organization and

serves as a guideline or rule of business or conduct that must or should be followed by the enterprise and its
constituents. An organizational goal may complement the strategic goals derived from an organization’s strategy.
[Gabriel Morgan] •A goal or objective is a projected state of affairs that a person or a system plans or intends to
achieve—a personal or organizational desired end-point in some sort of assumed development. Many people
endeavor to reach goals within a finite time by setting deadlines. [en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goal].
Notes: Goal has the structure Name strives to Objective resulting in Benefit measured by KPI by Timeline.
Goal measured by KPI.
Each Goal measured by at most one KPI.
This association with Goal provides the preferred identification scheme for GoalMeasure.
It is possible that more than one Goal measured by the same KPI.
Goal requires Capability.
It is possible that more than one Goal requires the same Capability
and that more than one Capability aligns to the same Goal.
In each population of Goal requires Capability, each Goal, Capability combination occurs at most once.
This association with Goal, Capability provides the preferred identification scheme for
GoalRequiresCapability.
Goal resulting in Benefit.
Each Goal resulting in at most one Benefit.
It is possible that more than one Goal resulting in the same Benefit.
Goal strives for Objective.
Each Goal strives for at most one Objective.
It is possible that the same Objective of more than one Goal.
GoalMeasure targets Date.
Informal Description: This is called "Timeline" in business architect jargon.
Each GoalMeasure targets at most one Date.
It is possible that more than one GoalMeasure targets the same Date.
KPI is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Goal measured by KPI.
Informal Description: A means of indicating how closely this goal has been met.
Notes: An indicator (KPI) is used in value management to measure and monitor how well an organization is

achieving its strategic goals or organizational goals.
Maturity is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Maturity has Maturity_Level.
Reference Mode: .Level.

Fact Types:
Maturity has Maturity_Level.
Organization-Capability has Maturity.
Informal Description: CMMI Maturity Levels: 1.Initial (chaotic, ad hoc, individual heroics) - the starting point

for use of a new process. 2.Managed - the process is managed in accordance with agreed metrics. 3.Defined the process is defined/confirmed as a standard business process, and decomposed to levels 0, 1 and 2 (the latter
being Work Instructions). 4.Quantitatively managed 5.Optimizing - process management includes deliberate
process optimization/improvement.
Notes: Key aspects are: Readiness, Process, and Resources.
The possible value of Maturity is '1;2;3;4;5'.
Objective is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Goal strives for Objective.
Informal Description: The desired result of the goal.
Organization conforms to Process.
It is possible that more than one Organization conforms to the same Process
and that the same Organization conforms to more than one Process.
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In each population of Organization conforms to Process, each Organization, Process combination occurs at
most once.
This association with Organization, Process provides the preferred identification scheme for
OrganizationConformsToProcess.
Organization has Capability.
Informal Description: The association of an organization to a capability. This generally involves assessment of

how well the organization achieves the capability but may indicate whether an organzation tries to provide that
capability.
It is possible that more than one Organization has the same Capability
and that more than one Capability of the same Organization.
In each population of Organization has Capability, each Organization, Capability combination occurs at
most once.
This association with Organization, Capability provides the preferred identification scheme for
Organization-Capability.

Organization has Goal.
It is possible that more than one Organization has the same Goal
and that more than one Goal of the same Organization.
In each population of Organization has Goal, each Organization, Goal combination occurs at most once.
This association with Organization, Goal provides the preferred identification scheme for
OrganizationHasGoal.
Organization is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Organization has Organization_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization has Organization_ID.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Organization executes Project.
Organization employs Worker.
Organization owns Asset.
Organization reports to Organization.
Organization rerquires Manager.
Organization has Goal.
Organization has Capability.
Organization conforms to Process.
Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability.
Funding Envelope belongs to Organization.
Organization spends CrossCharge.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Informal Description: An organization describes an administrative or functional unit in the enterprise.

Organizations form a self-referential hierarchy. [ESP] Logical element or segment of a firm (such as accounting,
production, marketing) representing a specific business function, and a definite place on the organizational chart,
under the domain of a manager. Also called department, division, or a functional area. Can be an 'IT Unit' when
executing a Project. A business unit is a coherent set of teams and departments, usually structured in a
hierarchy. Typically, a business is divided into business units, each with their own set of responsibilities. The role
of a business unit is to provide resources (money, staff, infrastructure, governance) to enable business processes
to occur.
Notes: aka 'Line of Business'.
Organization-Capability has Maturity.
It is possible that more than one Organization-Capability has the same Maturity
and that more than one Maturity of the same Organization-Capability.
In each population of Organization-Capability has Maturity, each Organization-Capability, Maturity
combination occurs at most once.
This association with Organization-Capability, Maturity provides the preferred identification scheme for
OrganizationCapabilityHasMaturity.
Organization-Capability requires Application.
Each Organization-Capability requires at most one Application.
It is possible that the same Application enables more than one Organization-Capability.
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Organization-Capability requires Data.
Each Organization-Capability requires at most one Data.
It is possible that the same Data enables more than one Organization-Capability.
Organization-Capability requires Process.
Each Organization-Capability requires at most one Process.
It is possible that the same Process enables more than one Organization-Capability.
Organization-Capability requires Role.
Each Organization-Capability requires at most one Role.
It is possible that the same Role enables more than one Organization-Capability.
Process is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Process has Process_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization-Capability requires Process.
Process has Process_ID.
Organization conforms to Process.
Application Version implements Process.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Informal Description: procedure: a particular course of action intended to achieve a result.
Role is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Organization-Capability requires Role.
Worker plays Role on Project.

3.8 Accounting
ActivityType is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Task has ActivityType.
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
Billing Rate is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
Service Delivery has Billing Rate.
Informal Description: Billing Rate: The amount that will be charged to the user per time period.
Date is a value type.
Portable data type: Temporal: Date.
Fact Types:
Task completed Date.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
GoalMeasure targets Date.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Effort is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Unsigned Tiny Integer.
Fact Types:
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: Effort is the labor-hours required to complete a task.
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Fiscal Period is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Fiscal Period has Fiscal Period_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Fiscal Period has Fiscal Period_Name.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Configuration Item runs in Fiscal Period.
Informal Description: Fiscal Period: The period covered by financial reports. For example, an annual report

covers a fiscal period of one year, but a quarterly report includes accounting data for three months. Also called
accounting period. Also used for planning.
Labor Cost is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Notes: Lobor cost is computed from BillingRate and Effort.
Labor is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: •productive work (especially physical work done for wages);.
Material is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Resource has Resource_Name.
Reference Mode: .Name.
Fact Types:
Project purchases Material.
Material has Cost.
Each Material is an instance of Resource.
Informal Description: materials, the articles or apparatus needed to make or do something [dictionary.com].
Notes: include Parts, Equipment, License, and Supplies. May be a software package.
Organization employs Worker.
Each Worker works for at most one Organization.
It is possible that the same Organization employs more than one Worker.
Organization executes Project.
For each Project, at most one Organization executes that Project.
It is possible that the same Organization executes more than one Project.
Organization is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Organization has Organization_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization has Organization_ID.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Organization executes Project.
Organization employs Worker.
Organization owns Asset.
Organization reports to Organization.
Organization rerquires Manager.
Organization has Goal.
Organization has Capability.
Organization conforms to Process.
Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability.
Funding Envelope belongs to Organization.
Organization spends CrossCharge.
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Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Informal Description: An organization describes an administrative or functional unit in the enterprise.

Organizations form a self-referential hierarchy. [ESP] Logical element or segment of a firm (such as accounting,
production, marketing) representing a specific business function, and a definite place on the organizational chart,
under the domain of a manager. Also called department, division, or a functional area. Can be an 'IT Unit' when
executing a Project. A business unit is a coherent set of teams and departments, usually structured in a
hierarchy. Typically, a business is divided into business units, each with their own set of responsibilities. The role
of a business unit is to provide resources (money, staff, infrastructure, governance) to enable business processes
to occur.
Notes: aka 'Line of Business'.
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
For each PayLevel and ActivityType,
that PayLevel and that ActivityType determine at most one Billing Rate.
This association with PayLevel, ActivityType provides the preferred identification scheme for
PayLevelAndActivityTypeDetermineBillingRate.
PayLevel is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: PayLevel has PayLevel_Nr.
Reference Mode: .Nr.
Fact Types:
PayLevel has PayLevel_Nr.
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
Manager controls PayLevel.
Worker receives PayLevel.
Informal Description: The classification of worker by the range of pay.
Project has Task.
Each Task of at most one Project.
It is possible that the same Project has more than one Task.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
For each Project and Fiscal Period,
that Project incurs at most one Labor Cost in that Fiscal Period.
This association with Project, Fiscal Period provides the preferred identification scheme for
ProjectIncursLaborCostInFiscalPeriod.
Project is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Project has Project_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Project implements Application Version.
Project has Project Plan.
Project has Schedule.
Organization executes Project.
Project has Task.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Project has code Name.
Project requires Worker.
Each Incident Response is an instance of Project.
Each Service Request is an instance of Project.
Project creates Application Version.
Project purchases Material.
Project has Project_ID.
Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Scope of Project.
Project follows Methdology.
Project addresses Initiative.
Project has Business Value.
Project has Risk.
Project has Issue.
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
Worker plays Role on Project.
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Informal Description: A temporary endeavor of fixed duration and cost undertaken to create a unique product

or service, or result. Projects have a narrow Scope with specific deliverables. [Based on the definition used by
the Program Management Institute (PMI)].
Notes: 'Project' may include Change Order, Release, Service Build, Service Request, Incident Response, or any
other work that has a specific objective, start, and end. Projects are used to achieve Program objectives.
Project purchases Material.
For each Material, at most one Project purchases that Material.
It is possible that the same Project purchases more than one Material.
Service Delivery has Billing Rate.
Each Service Delivery has at most one Billing Rate.
It is possible that the same Billing Rate of more than one Service Delivery.
Service is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.

Fact Types:
Service has Service_ID.
Service has Name.
Service has Description.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Application provides Service.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Asset provides Service.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Service has Service Type.
Asset requires Service.
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
Service requires Service.
Service has Customer Satisfaction Level.
Informal Description: Service is the providing of apparatus, appliances, workers, or utilities for use by others.

[JRL].

Service Level is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Informal Description: The level of service that is to be or is actually provided.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
It is possible that more than one Service of the same Service Type at the same Service Level
and that the same Service of more than one Service Type at the same Service Level
and that more than one Service Level of the same Service for the same Service Type.
In each population of Service of Service Type at Service Level, each Service Level, Service, Service Type
combination occurs at most once.
This association with Service Level, Service, Service Type provides the preferred identification scheme
for Service Delivery.
Service Type is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Service has Service Type.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
The possible values of Service Type are 'Maintenance', 'Labor', 'Utility', 'Management'.
Informal Description: Different types of service have different characteristics.
Task has ActivityType.
Each Task has at most one ActivityType.
It is possible that the same ActivityType of more than one Task.
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Task is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Task has Task_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Task has Task_ID.
Project has Task.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Task has ActivityType.
Task completed Date.
Each Milestone is an instance of Task.
Task has/of Deliverable.
Task removes/removed by Defect.
Informal Description: •job: a specific piece of work required to be done as a duty or for a specific fee •In

project management a task is an activity that needs to be accomplished within a defined period of time.
Notes: also called 'Work Item'.

Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Informal Description: The amount of effort expended by a worker to complete a task reported on a specific

date.

For each Task, Worker, and Date,
that Task required at most one Effort by that Worker entered that Date.
This association with Task, Worker, Date provides the preferred identification scheme for Project Time
Entry.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: The amount of effort expended by a worker to provide a specific service as reported on

a specific date.

For each Worker, Labor, and Date,
that Worker expends at most one Effort on that Labor on that Date.
This association with Worker, Labor, Date provides the preferred identification scheme for Service
Time Entry.
Worker is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Worker has Worker_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Worker has Worker_ID.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Organization employs Worker.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Worker uses Facility.
Each Manager is an instance of Worker.
Worker receives PayLevel.
Worker receives Benefits.
Project requires Worker.
Each Worker is an instance of Resource.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: Workforce is the set of people available to work. Workforce includes both employees

and contractors.

Worker receives PayLevel.
Each Worker receives at most one PayLevel.
It is possible that more than one Worker receives the same PayLevel.

3.9 Funding
Application is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Application has Application_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Application has Application_ID.
Application has Application Type.
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Application operates on Platform.
Application has Application Version.
Application has Name.
Description of Application.
Application provides Service.
Organization-Capability requires Application.
Application supports Capability.
Informal Description: An application is a fully-functional integrated IT product that provides functionality to

end users and/or to other applications. As such, an application supports the business to accomplish its mission.
[ESP] An executable software component or tightly coupled set of executable software components (one or
more), deployed together, that deliver some or all of a series of steps needed to create, update, manage,
calculate or display information for a specific business purpose. Alias: Software Application. A set of features and
functions that can be realized in computer software, excluding operating system software, that directly interacts
with knowledge workers to enable them to perform work in support of one or more business processes, business
functions or business capabilities. The term can refer to any version of the features and functions set at any
stage in the planning, delivery, operation and retirement lifecycle.[Terry Hodges 5/3/2010].
Application supports Capability.
It is possible that more than one Application supports the same Capability
and that the same Application supports more than one Capability.
In each population of Application supports Capability, each Application, Capability combination occurs at
most once.
This association with Application, Capability provides the preferred identification scheme for
ApplicationSupportsCapability.
Capability is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Capability has Capability_Nr.
Reference Mode: .Nr.
Fact Types:
Capability has Capability_Nr.
Organization has Capability.
Goal requires Capability.
Application supports Capability.
Informal Description: A Capability, in the systems engineering sense, is defined as the ability to execute a

specified course of action. A capability may or may not be accompanied by an intention.
Cost Category is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Cost Category has Cost Category_Code.
Reference Mode: .Code.

Fact Types:
Cost Category has Cost Category_Code.
Program has Cost Category.
Informal Description: A classification given to budgets and actual expenditures that are considered to be

related by a common cause or purpose. [Synthesized from work with Todd Madison].

The possible values of Cost Category are 'Program', 'Maintenance', 'Enhancement'.
Funding Envelope belongs to Organization.
Each Funding Envelope belongs to at most one Organization.
It is possible that more than one Funding Envelope belongs to the same Organization.
Funding Envelope is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Program belongs to Manager divides Funding Envelope.
Funding Envelope belongs to Organization.
Notes: This year (2010) includes OEM, Product & Pricing, EAS.
Goal is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Goal has Goal_Nr.
Reference Mode: .Nr.
Fact Types:
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Goal has Goal_Nr.
Organization has Goal.
Goal strives for Objective.
Goal requires Capability.
Goal measured by KPI.
Goal resulting in Benefit.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Informal Description: An organizational goal is a goal that is defined and owned by an organization and

serves as a guideline or rule of business or conduct that must or should be followed by the enterprise and its
constituents. An organizational goal may complement the strategic goals derived from an organization’s strategy.
[Gabriel Morgan] •A goal or objective is a projected state of affairs that a person or a system plans or intends to
achieve—a personal or organizational desired end-point in some sort of assumed development. Many people
endeavor to reach goals within a finite time by setting deadlines. [en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goal].
Notes: Goal has the structure Name strives to Objective resulting in Benefit measured by KPI by Timeline.
Impact Rating is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Float (Single Precision).
Fact Types:
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Informal Description: The estimated impact that this program will have towards meeting each specific

organization goal.
Notes: Levels of none, 10%, 50%, 70%, etc.

Manager is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Worker has Worker_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization rerquires Manager.
Each Manager is an instance of Worker.
Manager provides Management.
Manager controls PayLevel.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Program belongs to Manager divides Funding Envelope.
Informal Description: Manager is a person who handles, controls, or directs, especially: One who directs a

business or other enterprise. One who controls resources and expenditures [Dictionary.com].
Notes: Note: Managers are billed either for direct labor (if they are working on a project) or for management
service - at the service billing rate.
Maturity is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Maturity has Maturity_Level.
Reference Mode: .Level.
Fact Types:
Maturity has Maturity_Level.
Organization-Capability has Maturity.
Informal Description: CMMI Maturity Levels: 1.Initial (chaotic, ad hoc, individual heroics) - the starting point

for use of a new process. 2.Managed - the process is managed in accordance with agreed metrics. 3.Defined the process is defined/confirmed as a standard business process, and decomposed to levels 0, 1 and 2 (the latter
being Work Instructions). 4.Quantitatively managed 5.Optimizing - process management includes deliberate
process optimization/improvement.
Notes: Key aspects are: Readiness, Process, and Resources.
The possible value of Maturity is '1;2;3;4;5'.

Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability.
It is possible that more than one Organization funds the same Program to improve the same
Organization-Capability
and that the same Organization funds more than one Program to improve the same Organization-Capability
and that the same Organization funds the same Program to improve more than one OrganizationCapability.
In each population of Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability, each Organization,
Program, Organization-Capability combination occurs at most once.
This association with Organization, Program, Organization-Capability provides the preferred identification
scheme for OrganizationFundsProgramToImproveOrganizationCapability.
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Organization has Capability.
Informal Description: The association of an organization to a capability. This generally involves assessment of

how well the organization achieves the capability but may indicate whether an organzation tries to provide that
capability.
It is possible that more than one Organization has the same Capability
and that more than one Capability of the same Organization.
In each population of Organization has Capability, each Organization, Capability combination occurs at
most once.
This association with Organization, Capability provides the preferred identification scheme for
Organization-Capability.

Organization has Goal.
It is possible that more than one Organization has the same Goal
and that more than one Goal of the same Organization.
In each population of Organization has Goal, each Organization, Goal combination occurs at most once.
This association with Organization, Goal provides the preferred identification scheme for
OrganizationHasGoal.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Each Organization has portfolio at most one Manager.
It is possible that more than one Organization has portfolio the same Manager.
Organization is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Organization has Organization_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization has Organization_ID.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Organization executes Project.
Organization employs Worker.
Organization owns Asset.
Organization reports to Organization.
Organization rerquires Manager.
Organization has Goal.
Organization has Capability.
Organization conforms to Process.
Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability.
Funding Envelope belongs to Organization.
Organization spends CrossCharge.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Informal Description: An organization describes an administrative or functional unit in the enterprise.

Organizations form a self-referential hierarchy. [ESP] Logical element or segment of a firm (such as accounting,
production, marketing) representing a specific business function, and a definite place on the organizational chart,
under the domain of a manager. Also called department, division, or a functional area. Can be an 'IT Unit' when
executing a Project. A business unit is a coherent set of teams and departments, usually structured in a
hierarchy. Typically, a business is divided into business units, each with their own set of responsibilities. The role
of a business unit is to provide resources (money, staff, infrastructure, governance) to enable business processes
to occur.
Notes: aka 'Line of Business'.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Notes: also known as 'demand'.
For each Organization, Program, and Goal,
that Organization requests that Program that aligns to that Goal with at most one Impact Rating.
This association with Organization, Program, Goal provides the preferred identification scheme for
OrganizationRequestsProgramThatAlignsToGoalWithImpactRating.
Organization-Capability has Maturity.
It is possible that more than one Organization-Capability has the same Maturity
and that more than one Maturity of the same Organization-Capability.
In each population of Organization-Capability has Maturity, each Organization-Capability, Maturity
combination occurs at most once.
This association with Organization-Capability, Maturity provides the preferred identification scheme for
OrganizationCapabilityHasMaturity.
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Organization-Capability has Performance.
Each Organization-Capability has at most one Performance.
It is possible that the same Performance of more than one Organization-Capability.
Organization-Capability provides Value.
Each Organization-Capability provides at most one Value.
It is possible that more than one Organization-Capability provides the same Value.
Organization-Capability requires Application.
Each Organization-Capability requires at most one Application.
It is possible that the same Application enables more than one Organization-Capability.
Performance is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Performance has Performance_Level.
Reference Mode: .Level.
Fact Types:
Performance has Performance_Level.
Organization-Capability has Performance.
Informal Description: How does the capability perform today relative to expectations?.
The possible value of Performance is 'A;B;C;D;F'.
Program belongs to Manager divides Funding Envelope.
Informal Description: This process is broken. There is no person responsibl.
Notes: The process to connect these is currently undefined. (Nov 2010) and not in charge of the right person.
It is possible that more than one Program belongs to the same Manager divides the same Funding
Envelope
and that more than one Manager divides the same Funding Envelope into the same Program
and that the same Program belongs to the same Manager divides more than one Funding Envelope.
In each population of Program belongs to Manager divides Funding Envelope, each Manager, Funding
Envelope, Program combination occurs at most once.
This association with Manager, Funding Envelope, Program provides the preferred identification scheme
for ProgramBelongsToManagerDividesFundingEnvelope.
Program Budget is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Program has Program Budget.
Informal Description: The amount of money allocated for a particular program.
Program has Cost Category.
Each Program has at most one Cost Category.
It is possible that the same Cost Category of more than one Program.
Program has Program Budget.
Each Program has at most one Program Budget.
It is possible that the same Program Budget for more than one Program.
Program is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Program has Program_Nr.
Reference Mode: .Nr.
Fact Types:
Program has Program_Nr.
Program has Cost Category.
Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability.
Program has Program Budget.
Program belongs to Manager divides Funding Envelope.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Informal Description: A group of related projects managed in a coordinated way to obtain benefits and

control not available from managing them individually. Programs may include elements of related work outside
the scope of the discrete projects in the program, and may be either ongoing or of fixed duration. [Based on the
definition used by the Program Management Institute (PMI)].
Notes: Programs are funded to achieve results in a timeframe.
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Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Notes: Programs use Projects to accomplish their results.
For each Program and Project,
that Program provides at most one Project Budget for that Project.
This association with Program, Project provides the preferred identification scheme for
ProgramProvidesProjectBudgetForProject.
Project Budget is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Informal Description: The amount of money allocated for a particular project.
Project is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Project has Project_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Project implements Application Version.
Project has Project Plan.
Project has Schedule.
Organization executes Project.
Project has Task.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Project has code Name.
Project requires Worker.
Each Incident Response is an instance of Project.
Each Service Request is an instance of Project.
Project creates Application Version.
Project purchases Material.
Project has Project_ID.
Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Scope of Project.
Project follows Methdology.
Project addresses Initiative.
Project has Business Value.
Project has Risk.
Project has Issue.
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: A temporary endeavor of fixed duration and cost undertaken to create a unique product

or service, or result. Projects have a narrow Scope with specific deliverables. [Based on the definition used by
the Program Management Institute (PMI)].
Notes: 'Project' may include Change Order, Release, Service Build, Service Request, Incident Response, or any
other work that has a specific objective, start, and end. Projects are used to achieve Program objectives.
Value is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Organization-Capability provides Value.
The possible value of Value is 'Low; Moderate; High'.
Informal Description: How important (valuable) is this capability to the Organization success?.

3.10 Labor
ActivityType is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Task has ActivityType.
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
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Benefits is a value type.
Portable data type: Text: Variable Length.
Fact Types:
Worker receives Benefits.
Informal Description: Employee benefits (also called fringe benefits, perquisites, perqs or perks) are various

non-wage compensations provided to employees in addition to their normal wages or salaries. [Wikipedia.org].
Billing Rate is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
Service Delivery has Billing Rate.
Informal Description: Billing Rate: The amount that will be charged to the user per time period.
Date is a value type.
Portable data type: Temporal: Date.
Fact Types:
Task completed Date.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
GoalMeasure targets Date.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Each Manager is an instance of Worker.
Effort is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Unsigned Tiny Integer.
Fact Types:
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: Effort is the labor-hours required to complete a task.
Facility charges Rent.
Each Facility charges at most one Rent.
It is possible that the same Rent for more than one Facility.
Facility is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Facility has Facility_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Facility has Facility_ID.
Worker uses Facility.
Facility charges Rent.
Asset requires Facility.
Facility requires Utility.
Informal Description: something designed, built, installed, etc., to serve a specific function affording a

convenience or service [dictionary.com] Includes equipment, office, furnishings, restroom, meeting rooms,
parking, etc.
Labor is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: •productive work (especially physical work done for wages);.
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Management is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Manager provides Management.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Informal Description: Management is The act, manner, or practice of managing; handling, supervision, or

control [dictionary.com].

Manager controls PayLevel.
Each Manager controls at most one PayLevel.
It is possible that more than one Manager controls the same PayLevel.
Manager is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Worker has Worker_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization rerquires Manager.
Each Manager is an instance of Worker.
Manager provides Management.
Manager controls PayLevel.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Program belongs to Manager divides Funding Envelope.
Informal Description: Manager is a person who handles, controls, or directs, especially: One who directs a

business or other enterprise. One who controls resources and expenditures [Dictionary.com].
Notes: Note: Managers are billed either for direct labor (if they are working on a project) or for management
service - at the service billing rate.
Manager provides Management.
Each Manager provides at most one Management.
It is possible that more than one Manager provides the same Management.
Organization employs Worker.
Each Worker works for at most one Organization.
It is possible that the same Organization employs more than one Worker.
Organization is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Organization has Organization_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Organization has Organization_ID.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Organization executes Project.
Organization employs Worker.
Organization owns Asset.
Organization reports to Organization.
Organization rerquires Manager.
Organization has Goal.
Organization has Capability.
Organization conforms to Process.
Organization funds Program to improve Organization-Capability.
Funding Envelope belongs to Organization.
Organization spends CrossCharge.
Organization requests Program that aligns to Goal with Impact Rating.
Organization has portfolio Manager.
Informal Description: An organization describes an administrative or functional unit in the enterprise.

Organizations form a self-referential hierarchy. [ESP] Logical element or segment of a firm (such as accounting,
production, marketing) representing a specific business function, and a definite place on the organizational chart,
under the domain of a manager. Also called department, division, or a functional area. Can be an 'IT Unit' when
executing a Project. A business unit is a coherent set of teams and departments, usually structured in a
hierarchy. Typically, a business is divided into business units, each with their own set of responsibilities. The role
of a business unit is to provide resources (money, staff, infrastructure, governance) to enable business processes
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to occur.
Notes: aka 'Line of Business'.
Organization rerquires Manager.
Each Organization rerquires at most one Manager.
It is possible that the same Manager of more than one Organization.
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
For each PayLevel and ActivityType,
that PayLevel and that ActivityType determine at most one Billing Rate.
This association with PayLevel, ActivityType provides the preferred identification scheme for
PayLevelAndActivityTypeDetermineBillingRate.
PayLevel is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: PayLevel has PayLevel_Nr.
Reference Mode: .Nr.
Fact Types:
PayLevel has PayLevel_Nr.
PayLevel and ActivityType determine Billing Rate.
Manager controls PayLevel.
Worker receives PayLevel.
Informal Description: The classification of worker by the range of pay.
Project is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Project has Project_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Project implements Application Version.
Project has Project Plan.
Project has Schedule.
Organization executes Project.
Project has Task.
Project incurs Labor Cost in Fiscal Period.
Project has code Name.
Project requires Worker.
Each Incident Response is an instance of Project.
Each Service Request is an instance of Project.
Project creates Application Version.
Project purchases Material.
Project has Project_ID.
Program provides Project Budget for Project.
Scope of Project.
Project follows Methdology.
Project addresses Initiative.
Project has Business Value.
Project has Risk.
Project has Issue.
Project uses Resource to deliver ResourceQuantity.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: A temporary endeavor of fixed duration and cost undertaken to create a unique product

or service, or result. Projects have a narrow Scope with specific deliverables. [Based on the definition used by
the Program Management Institute (PMI)].
Notes: 'Project' may include Change Order, Release, Service Build, Service Request, Incident Response, or any
other work that has a specific objective, start, and end. Projects are used to achieve Program objectives.
Project requires Worker.
Each Project requires at most one Worker.
It is possible that the same Worker of more than one Project.
Rent is a value type.
Portable data type: Numeric: Money.
Fact Types:
Facility charges Rent.
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Informal Description: Rent: a payment made periodically by a tenant to a landlord in return for the use of

land, a building, an apartment, an office, or other property. [dictionary.com].
Service is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Service has Service_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.

Fact Types:
Service has Service_ID.
Service has Name.
Service has Description.
Service of Service Type at Service Level.
Each Utility is an instance of Service.
Each Labor is an instance of Service.
Application provides Service.
Organization uses Service to support Process.
Asset provides Service.
Each Management is an instance of Service.
Service has Service Type.
Asset requires Service.
Each Maintenance is an instance of Service.
Service requires Service.
Service has Customer Satisfaction Level.
Informal Description: Service is the providing of apparatus, appliances, workers, or utilities for use by others.

[JRL].

Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Informal Description: The amount of effort expended by a worker to provide a specific service as reported on

a specific date.

For each Worker, Labor, and Date,
that Worker expends at most one Effort on that Labor on that Date.
This association with Worker, Labor, Date provides the preferred identification scheme for Service
Time Entry.
Worker is an entity type.
Reference Scheme: Worker has Worker_ID.
Reference Mode: .ID.
Fact Types:
Worker has Worker_ID.
Task required Effort by Worker entered Date.
Organization employs Worker.
Worker expends Effort on Labor on Date.
Worker uses Facility.
Each Manager is an instance of Worker.
Worker receives PayLevel.
Worker receives Benefits.
Project requires Worker.
Each Worker is an instance of Resource.
Worker plays Role on Project.
Informal Description: Workforce is the set of people available to work. Workforce includes both employees

and contractors.

Worker receives Benefits.
It is possible that more than one Worker receives the same Benefits
and that the same Worker receives more than one Benefits.
In each population of Worker receives Benefits, each Worker, Benefits combination occurs at most once.
This association with Worker, Benefits provides the preferred identification scheme for
WorkerReceivesBenefits.
Worker receives PayLevel.
Each Worker receives at most one PayLevel.
It is possible that more than one Worker receives the same PayLevel.
Worker uses Facility.
It is possible that more than one Worker uses the same Facility
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and that more than one Facility for the same Worker.
In each population of Worker uses Facility, each Worker, Facility combination occurs at most once.
This association with Worker, Facility provides the preferred identification scheme for
WorkerUsesFacility.
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